On Thursday 1th July, Alexandra Palace was gutted by fire. This Victorian mock classical folly was stuck on top of a hill overlooking suburban North London. When it caught fire it could be seen for miles. Britain’s very own St Helen’s vomitting over the mediocrity down below. Ideal national and local press fodder. Short article, big picture, potted history – powerful image. Bugger the poetry, if the journalists had bothered (or their editors allowed them) to ask local people what THEY thought of the fire, they wouldn’t have wasted their time writing their pathetic bits of prose.

The circumstances – the wheelings and dealings that have surrounded the Palace and fire – would have been published and the shit would have hit the fan. Too many coincidences have been noticed for this fire merely to be the result of the fickle finger of fate, as they would have us believe. More like arson if you ask us. But they’re not asking or listening to us – or anyone else in Haringey come to that.

Alexandra Palace was handed over to Haringey Council by the GLC on January 1st this year; together with an £8.5 million loan to do the place
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More tips for fare-dodgers

Dear Xtra!

The article and letter on fare dodging have been pretty good so far, but what about the buses? It's much harder to dodge paying on a bus because the conductor is there all the time. But it can still be done.

It's difficult to get out of paying on an empty bus, though. Fire-bombing is an easy solution. But it's not worth it! A better idea is to use free buses, the 'Swells. Hang your heads in shame — there is a better way.

As promised, the sixth issue is definitey out before Christmas, but that's just about all you can say about it. We were going to get round to a run and number of pages for this issue (the horrid mistake of not assigning value for money), but we then stopped that kind of thinking. Last week decided to concentrate on bringing the whole thing out more frequently. No rash promises, reader, you'll just have to wait and see.

It's good the way contacts, sellers and copy are flowing in, though we desperately need more. From the tarring and feathering of your local SRF to the fire-bombing of your nick, your friendly open newspaper wants to hear about it. Any problems from spotty weeklies, time fuses, just drop Autonomy a line here at Xtra!

While not wishing to cast aspersions on our illustrious libertarian movement — you are a mean bunch of old men! — we need your money like Trident Missiles needs it. The generation of updates, cheques, just mail them to us at the address below. Why not try subscribing to your local SS Office workplace, convening a rubbish bin, or a line and we'll mail you as many as you want to sell.

If we can arrange things we could reduce our ridiculous cover price either that or make our first million.

Sales are going well though. For example, we announce that a paper like Socialist Worker (only half our price mind you) can sell a few copies more than us. Incidentally, some people seemed to be confused by our note in the last issue that we had sold our 50,000th copy. What we omitted to mention was that we were having trouble getting rid of the other 49,799.

XTRA! Is TypeSet, Published and Distributed by XTRA! Structure. Less Tyranny

Our address is: XTRA! 182 Upper St Islington London N1

BUS-STOP

Hello again dear reader, welcome to the Daily Express which thinks Gay Fawkes was a rather narrow-minded and inclined to moderation. The sixth issue and no 50.000TH edition, no-one's bomb ed us out and our paper sellers just got few from the 'Swells. We hang our heads in shame — but there is yet time.

Anarchy, Pan.

ADVERTISMENT

"DO YOU HAVE A PROBLEM WITH PEST-CONTROL?"

When you need the help of specialists, and we at 'Rent-A-KILL' ARE JUST THE PEOPLE TO GIVE YOU THAT HELP........

The New Breeds of Vermin are growing increasingly resistant to more traditional forms of control.

But we have years of experience in dealing with the most difficult vermin.

For further details contact your nearest Rent-A-Kill Office.

And remember, there's no job that's too big for us to handle.

Boys Do — Shoot The Cunts! The council considers it society. But it is not moving to work moving class types from slums owned by comfort able selfish criminals to its own brand of accommodation — one stacked on top of another. These blocks are similar to those that built nowadays. It's fucking sickening when I come home from work. There are no lines on the five times of gyps by the main door are kids from two years upwards, with fuck all to do.

Anarchy, Pan.

PUT YOUR BADGES AWAY

Don't talk to me about anarchy, I'm trying to regain my sanity. I... live with my Man, Dad and brothers in North London — Manor House to be exact. Before that we lived in Hornsey Rise, in a four-storey house, divided into four flats averaging two to a bedroom. We were finally moved when rats overran the place (one dead body on our doorstep, one man masturbating in the garden, one shooting — resulting in leg wounds only). I'd lived there for fourteen years. I was born in that house. The Council knocked it down. It's now a rubbish dump surrounded by iron bearing the words: 'When In Hornsey Do As The Hornsey

The lift always stinks of piss, sick stains around the sides, more KKKsigns. Indian, West Indian, Asian people use this lift, a long fucking way from RAR & ANL. So put your badges away, if you don't want your head soon there are going to be a lot of people who hate you as much as your active partners — the right.

Before you get to the flat door there is a chute. It's blocked at least once a week harbouiring a great attraction for every conceivable flying insect within distance. Then you're on the flat where bugs crawl along the sides of every room in the flat — fucking uncomfortable when you're trying to sleep. That bit's for Friends of The Earth. And if one of you is reading this, maybe you could do something useful like clean the shite. I'm sure you've got the time. Also get rid of the white that's been basking on our doorstep for the past week.

Boredom leads to insanities... so I'm not going to apologise for this article at all.
The day of the Gay Pride march in London started off in a dry and grey sky. Over a thousand people gathered at Victoria St before marching through the city. It seemed it would be another typical London demonstration. There was a wide assortment of Gay groups and individuals: Gay Christians, Young Lesbians, Bisexuals and Anarcha-feminists.

As usual with any SWP event there were a number of stunts racing around, relieving their yearnings for power and leadership. Innocent bystanders were appallingly shocked, amused and offended. The cops were uncomfortable and nervous from comments from the crowd; '2-4-6-8 is that cop really straight?'

We passed Whitehall St, tourists gagged and quietly in the background people were being arrested. At other points there was no indication that anything was happening, so the march continued with SWP stewards helping the police keep people in line. When we got to our destination, Univ of London Union on Malet St, some people made the crowd aware of the arrests. As people were deciding on action the cops sealed both sides of Malet St. A few of us got through and the fighting began. Cops grabbed and kicked us as we tried to get away. The large crowd still inside the cordon moved as a mass, pushing its way through the police. It was then that the police decided to allow us to march to Bow St where the arrested were being held. More police were called in as soon as we reached Bow St.

After a wait the people were released on bail. 10 were arrested altogether at various stages of the march. Another demonstration has been called for July 23rd in the case of the people arrested.

A NEw anarchist bookshop/ seminar is opening soon in South London. Any excited anarchists with queries, offers or pump skills, please contact South London Anarchists, c/o Box 23, Riving Free.

COUNCIL RENOVATIONS CONT.

Insurance policy on the Palace: as a result of the fire it stands to receive not the £13 million of previously, but £3.1 million. Now if the Palace had been destroyed after the planned alterations it would have been worth that much, but before the fire this was a vastly-overcalculated sum.

The Horsey Journal (local paper - leftish biased rag) in its issue before the fire, disclosed that the costs for the first part of the Council's scheme had been wrongly calculated and together with inflation would now cost £2 million more than originally thought. Terry O'Sullivan, Chairman of Haringey's Alexandra Palace Planning Committee, admitted the Journal's figures were correct, but said they'd get around it somehow. Dead right, they have.

Two weeks before the fire the emergency water storage tanks at the Palace were drained. So when the fire occurred the firefighters had to spend their time pumping water from the bottom of the hill, vastly lowering their efficiency in fighting the blaze in fact they failed to get the fire under total control for six hours.

On the day of the fire there were other mysterious events - maybe coincidences, maybe not. The press release issued by a Haringey Council official said that the fire had started at the Willis Organ in the Great Hall when workmen were removing paint using flame throwers. This is totally discounted by the workmen themselves (who were organ experts contracted from outside). They have said categorically that they were using soap and water - not the most combustible of liquids. Later, official reports said that one of the workmen had dropped a cigarette into the pipes of the organ. But neither of them smoke. In fact it wasn't either of them who first spotted the at that time small fire, but a Haringey official linked with the development of the Palace.

The other mystery is the blue car which sped down the hill, headlights on and horn blowing, seen by several witnesses in the park. Maybe the driver was going to alert the fire brigade; a pretty dumb way of doing it as there were plenty of telephones around the Palace.

How this isolated small fire in the organ, sited in the middle of a large empty hall managed to engulf the whole place is pretty odd too. Fire inspectors had been at the Palace the week of the fire and had said the emergency equipment was little better than useless. The Council didn't act on these warnings. Even so, there were five extinguishers around the Great Hall. Why weren't these sufficient to put out a very isolated fire in the organ? When the fire really got going it spread rapidly, engulfing the Great Hall and the area which would become a skating rink in the Haringey scheme. The fireman were hampered by the wind and the lack of a constant water supply. The fire had started at about 2.45pm and by 5.30 it seemed to be under control. Firemen were beginning to leave and so were spectators. But the front of the building next caught fire; the Edinburgh Banqueting Rooms, Middlesex Poly's Fine Art Department and the Panorama Bar. It's hard to see how given that they were separated from the main area where the fire was now under control. This gutted yet another part of the building.

Less than a mile from the fire the mystery continues. The contract with McLaines, which should have been signed the afternoon of the fire, was to achieve exactly what the fire had already done - gut the Great Hall, skating rink and front of the building. The untouched areas were to be those occupied by the BBC and the Palm Court and areas which would be left until the second stage of the renovations. These were strangely untouched by the fire. By sheer good fortune Haringey Council had had its work done for it, without having to sign the expensive McLain's contract. And at the same time the insurance claim would enable them to do just what they wanted to do with the place, guaranteeing public support. After all, anything would be better than the sad skeleton it now is.

The park has now been re-opened but boardings and barred wire surround the Palace. Until last weekend (August 3rd) no-one could get into the park; Haringey workmen in uniforms prowled the park with guard dogs and accompanying activist several people, including a park gardener, were attacked by the dogs. Journalists, interested local people, photographers, Middlesex Poly officials, in fact nobody, has been allowed near the building itself. BBC employees are limited to small area on pain of instant dismissal.

Bash Bulletin

On the night of Saturday June 28th, we improved the front of the Great Central Cinema, George St, Aberdeen, by propelling two bricks through the building's glass front doors.

The slogan 'This Cinema projects sexist crap' and stickers proclaiming 'Bashers!!' were found on our point. This action was preceded by our improving the Aristoc toothheads (The Last Men Dream about) outside nearby Finefair by removing it completely.

The Great Central continually shows films which portray women as sexual objects to be used by men. These films help to reinforce today's stereotyped 'masculine' and 'feminine' sex roles that oppress both women and men, and that bolster other oppressive relationships such as economic exploitation.

This direct action against the Great Central, which is the beginning of a campaign to destroy all kinds of oppressive property in Aberdeen is part of the struggle to end oppressive sex roles and all exploitative relationships.

Issued by BASH (Brickthrowers against all Authority and Sexism) Hichapec, 11-12 July, 1983

We will not shy away from our obligations

Councillor Robin Young, Chairman of Council's Planning and Development Committee

The Council has strictly forbidden photographs or interviews with Palace officials. Metal detectors and alsatian dogs make sure of that. Even Haringey officials making enquiries into the wheelings and dealings of their own Council have been threatened with the sack.

So now Terry O'Sullivan and his councillor pals can announce that a new Alexandra Palace can emerge Phoenix-like out of the ashes... With their own insurance money for the site, Horace Cutler's suggestion earlier that the Palace would make the best office block in London, could easily become reality. But it would be far better if the Palace could be used for something really productive - a recreational facility for the people of North London.
Here are a few handy hints on how to fuck the system, fight back an incy wincy bit and try to overcome that awful feeling of impotence in the face of the authorities.

If there's one single thing that seems to recuperate everything, it's MONEY. Unless you're an expert fraud, thief, burglar and liar, you're gonna need those dirty little bits of paper to survive. But the best way to get your own back on the Bank of England - make them worthwhile.

Tear away a small piece of the top of the note so that the end of that thin silver silver which runs through the note is revealed, then carefully peel this away from the BACK of the note, so it doesn't look too obvious. Another good one is to write conspicuous numbers in the corners of the note, so that when they are counting the money in the bank - twenty-two, twenty-three, twenty-four, four hundred and eighty-five, eighty-six, eighty-seven - they cock it up. Unfortunately, removing or altering the watermark is a problem - if anyone's got any ideas, please let us know. But don't stop there! Add a number of your own choice to the serial number, then add how about a few seditious slogans to make the bourgeois tremble in its boots - 'abolish money', or 'this is a worthless bit of paper you poor mystified fools!'.

The result of all this defacing the Majesty's Currency is that it will be considered and illegal - guarantees a slapped-up and a portion of the Mint) that the note has to be withdrawn from circulation. Apparently in Chile in 1973 so many workers wrote anti-government slogans over their banknotes that the authorities were almost withdrawing more notes than they were printing. The thing is it doesn't stop you spending the money. In my experience only the Chinese takeaway spotted that anything was up.

The same sort of thing can be done with postage stamps - remember the one of the policeman talking to the little girl? It disappeared after a rash of 'No, I didn't kill your Daddy' slogans. So let's all rush out to the post office to acquire those Queen Mum 80th birthday stamps celebrating the fact that we're still paying for her and her family, if not for the NHS and schools. I'm sure she would have liked the Mint on this social fact, if only in slogans form on an ordinary envelope - 'I'll leave it to your imagination."

The Aberdeen Labour Party and Trades Union Council have sent Xiral the following report on disturbing disorders in Aberdeen:

Deplorable disruptions took place at our May Day and Day of Action processions and lectures in Aberdeen. The culprits were boorish elements who shamelessly advocate 'independent class struggles against Tory and Labour'.

We warned these people against bringing their banners on future processions but a few days later a party displayed an unauthorised banner at our anti-cuts demo including the Aberdeen Banner Club. These lawless individuals jumped out from behind a parked bus and barged into the procession at the very front. This was a traumatic experience for Robert Hugo and other Labour and Trade Union dignitaries who were sleep-walking at the head of the procession.

Our stewards restored order by attacking the disruptors and attempting to tear down their banner. We called on assistance from our colleagues in the police force who performed an admirable job by arresting some of the offenders. There have been charged with 'breach of the peace'.

We laid careful plans for a real Day of Inaction on May 14th. This was an important part of our strategy to ensure that the consequences at the Government's attacks is not expressed through direct action but is diverted into passive support for the Lab-

To demonstrate:
1) The Present pay scale is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP OF THE TOP</th>
<th>£10 Million p.a.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOTTOM OF THE BOTTOM</td>
<td>£0 p.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) Boredom Weighting would look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP OF THE TOP</th>
<th>£10 Million p.a.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOTTOM OF THE BOTTOM</td>
<td>£0 p.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) The future pay scale would therefore be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP OF THE TOP</th>
<th>£10 Million p.a.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOTTOM OF THE BOTTOM</td>
<td>£10,000,000 per annum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every local Government worker would then be getting 'MUSICP' - the top bureaucrats getting a good screw for the "responsible" nature of their work and the rest of us at the bottom would get recognition for the Boring nature of ours.

As you guessed... thanks to our Aberdeen comrades!

As a special offer to our loyal readers, Xiral is offering these stickers at the price of 'p each (8 stickers a sheet), including postage. Send your orders in now while stocks are hurriedly printed: 'NB shown at half actual size
Stumbling bleary-eyed into the 80s a quick review of the political situation reveals a firmly entrenched, reactionary, monetarist government and a rapidly deteriorating economy. The state machine is becoming increasingly authoritarian while the Labour Party, Trade Unions and Left have been slammed in their faces, leaving them helplessly bleating as the government implements its policies. Those very policies which were elaborated and presided over by the last government. The dreaded ‘cuts’.

But enough of this. We should by now have comprehended the idea. But what is going on. The point is, what are we going to do about it? Where do we go from here? The Tories are not remotely interested in ‘kicking the Tories out’. ‘Kicking the Tories’ maybe. We consider the Labour Party, Trade Unions and Left as deadly enemies. Just another pack of aspiring exploiters, bosses and police.

We are well acquainted with the fact that the working class in this country is the most politically backward in Europe. But this is applicable to the other classes too. Even more so, perhaps. The present government represents the ideological desires of these revolting middle classes.

Despite reading and hearing about political and industrial violence, the really exceptional thing is that it is abysmally lacking. Look at the Grimwicks strike. Sure there were hundreds arrested and injured, scores of police bricks. But whole contest was dictated by the police and unions. It is irrelevant that the whole sad structure was for union recognition. The point is that not once outside those factory gates did that particular struggle transcend legalism. Despite the fantasies of the Press and Right wing Tories.

At one point, through the sheer pressure of the crowds, a garden wall collapsed. The pickets passed the bricks overhead and gave, GAVE them to a very young boy who had been beating them up. But this is England, it’s not like France or Italy. Yet.

The result of the whole sorry episode is too well-known to elaborate here. It’s the same as any strike ‘won’ or ‘lost’. The system remains, the unions keep their grip on the working class. So far the Labour Party and unions have it all sown up. They have succeeded in preventing the only thing that can take the ‘cut’ out of the working class. It is far too. And that is class violence.

At the moment violence is dominated—and defined—by the police and state. It’s on their terms. But this could be changing very soon. We don’t deny to a great extent the unions and Labour Party are manipulating a somewhat willing group of people. They couldn’t give away with it if the working class had a revolutionary popular consciousness. But as it hasn’t, the Labour Party and unions can pump out any amount of nationalist, legalistic garbage about our ‘constitutional, patriotic government’ (Jenkins) to the chagrin of militant workers.

The best way of distinction between militants and revolutionaries, Sections of the British working class are very picky. It comes to defending their ‘rights’. This may be powerless, this is a section of the class that has a clear revolutionary perspective, or any thing approaching.

The crisis is cutting deep into the actual structure of the working class. The economic situation and, to a growing extent, the new technology, are decimating the working class with redundancy and mass unemployment. The state has made no social policies to increase police numbers, repressive laws and the number of snipers. Those thrown into these pitiful abysms can expect no aid or sympathy from the state. It is from these marginalised elements that we will draw our support.

The state has for some considerable time been making preparations for civil strife. It can only be in the forces of law and order must be embarrassed at the lack of class violence, whether it is the nuclear power question, strikes, any social issue (barring race), the state must be very pleased at the way in which they are fought. That is, in terms of submissive, non-violent, constitutionalism. Without violent confrontation with the forces of the state, the working class will never break through the deadly, stuflfying condition which oppresses it today. Seventy years ago Sorel, despite all his other faults, understood that the class becomes decadent without class violence. Without a willingness to confront and attack capitalism physically, the state, authority, institutions, will continue to flourish. Which will mean the ever-increasing subordination of every individual to the laws, rules, and not part of the ruling classes, to every facet of the system.

What about those who claim to be acting and fighting for the working class? The Labour Party and unions are 100% part and parcel of the capitalist system. In power they are exactly the same as any other government. In opposition they are pathetic. One cannot expect these organisations to fight on behalf of the working class.

These are, in fact, the police of the working class. They must be fought at every single level. We have no intention of struggling to assist these contemptible bureaucrats into the seats of power. Once installed they would proceed to unleash the full fury of the state on any group of workers which really wanted the system destroyed.

The same applies to the Left. These creeps, mostly the sons and daughters of the opulent, constitute themselves into so-called ‘vanguard parties’ and verbally abuse the Labour Party and unions. But it is really a smokescreen. They are their bastard offspring, so only critical on an unrevolutionary plane. The function of the Left is to be militant, to appear to be revolutionary or so as to attract people who are searching for a way to change this hateful system. But when it comes to the crunch they are all there tutting for the Labour Party and unions. ‘Defend the unions’. Vote Labour, keep out the B’ries. If by some chance one of these groups were cut into power... well a quick look at the history books and at present ‘workers’ state’ is lesson enough. We support the struggle of workers in these countries as we support the struggle of workers everywhere.

It is interesting to look at the composition of the Left. It is mostly middle-class. The section of the middle-class which tends to come into contact with the working class—teachers, social workers, probation officers—the very people used by the system as its social police. But if the membership of these ‘vanguards’ were exclusively plebian it would not make not one iota of difference to us. Politics is what counts and their politics place them fairly and squarely in the camp of counter-revolution. The Left is the final safety valve of the system. It also represents an immediate threat, as people tend to see it as the genuine opposition. They little realise the answers lie in their own hands.

The Left’s pre-opposition at the moment is the recuperation of struggle into support for the return of the Labour Government and a defence of the unions against ‘Tory’ laws. Already they are marshalling the working class into meaningless one day strikes, demonstrations...
herded by hundreds of police. At these totally passive events the main topic of the speakers is how we should all loop our 10cm by 20cm mollie booths four years hence to vote Labour.

But one could write volumes about these people. We should look at the groups and ideas that are close to us, those that believe in class war, have little class analysis, or the need for workers' autonomy. First we have the ultra-Left, in the shape of US revolutionaries, anti-fascist, and left-wing critic. The positive thing about this organisation is its clear understanding- and its potential to make real unions and its defence of class autonomy and class unions. All these positions are discussed in its publications. However negative politics include its bolshevism (pre-19 variety they claim) and the fact that they still see the need for the state. Even if they do qualify this by saying power should be placed in the hands of a revolutionary workers' councils.

As well as this, World Revolution has constituted itself into a party, ironic considering it would be hard pressed to raise a dozen people for any event. Also ironic is the fact that most of its members are not working class and have no working class presence, despite their class positions. Although they see the need for revolution and intervention or their own intervention can lead to the formation of a new opposition and the distribution of leaflets. Anarchist, useless as we are the present situation demands action.

Other ultra-Left groups such as the autonomous left and Black Revolution are more authoritarian. They make no bones about the fact they would institute a dictatorship with its accompanying police force, prisons, and a total lack of democracy. It cannot happen as the class refusing to endorse the plans of the party. This clearly plays right into the hands of the counter-revolution.

Next comes the anarchists. Anarchism represents a definite revolutionary working class trend. It advocates smashing the state, abolishing the state and the decentralisation of power. It calls for the abolition of capit(ail)ism and the emancipation of the individual. I do not mean to give too much weight to this statement about the historical anarchist movement. Hundreds of books have been written on the topic—most admitted by liberal historians who distorted the truth. It cannot be said that anarchism has never fought for counter-revolutionary goals, but it does represent the only continually revolutionary mode of thought with any sort of mass following in the working class, unemployed and young. If not in this country, certainly in Europe. It is decided to engage in violent confrontation with the forces of the state, against property and authority. But, being a diverse set of ideas, it contains certain ideologies which are counte(revolutionary).

Anarcho-syndicalism was at one time, the start of the 20th century, a revolutionary creed. Its stress on class struggle, class autonomy class war and direct action are a case in point. However, today unionism of any form is counter-revolutionary. It is impossible to build any large scale permanent organisation to bring capitalism, for it would be only a matter of time before it would be destroyed. All trade unionism is counter-revolutionary. If we encourage the working class to subscribe to capitalism we are helping to spread confusion. Besides part of the struggle is against capitalist unionism in all its forms. And at the moment there is no demand from the working class for revolutionary unionism.

Of course that is not to say that at the moment the working class is cry- out for autonomist organisation, far from it, in fact the extremities of alienation and the total stragglion...
ANCÉ CONTINUED FROM PAGE FOUR

talk to individual leftists sometimes. However, when the Master Race decides to invade working class areas, with a huge phalanx of police protecting it, the only dialogue the marchers understand is that of the bricks and bottles we attack them with.

Some people want to ban their marches. But we don’t want the state to defend us against Nazi thugs. We know what their help consists of. We are the receiving end of it. The state is not frightened of the NF, it is frightened that the reaction against them might spill over into other issues. As indeed it has. These confrontations provide us with much needed practice for the future.

However the real possibilities of confrontation were shown at the first Notting Hill riot where the police were heavily defeated and where young blacks showed their contempt for this society by looting shops and burning police cars. In a way the NF marches and the Notting Hill confrontations could be regarded as set-piece battles. But this April the Bristol riot, or semi-insurrection, again showed us the future in no uncertain terms. Again the most alienated sections of society — unemployed young blacks initiated and bore the brunt of the fighting. Well co-ordinated, the fighting forced the police to withdraw from the area and as the pigs pulled out the rioters looted the shops, taking the goods that society denies them.

Some whites joined in and it is even reported that a couple of old age pensioners wheeled a trolley of goods out of a gutted supermarket. As half a dozen police cars burned, the local shops were up in flames, burned by the very people who would never cross its threshold. Skinheads, the very people who would be marching with the NF in other circumstances, joined in on the side of the blacks. This proves that action is dialogue — all the liberal platitudes in the world would make no sense if THIS is the start of a new form of communication. These actions, spearheaded by the marginal elements, could present a real menace to the working class. Because there is no revolutionary consciousness in the working class, or even in the marginal elements, we tend to draw our support from individuals. These individuals come from the low-paid sections of the working class, the unemployed, and students. Most of us commit various crimes to support our pitiful incomes. Most revolutionaries tend to come from the middle-class because they have the time and the education. The rest of us are struggling day to day just to survive. The Left began its long march through the institutions, ten years ago, many becoming teachers and lecturers. When we pass through it will be to wreck them. We must not be confused by the so-called autonomous movements. There are none. The women’s movement is not autonomous, it is closely allied and infiltrated by the Left and Labour. The much touted ‘Beyond the Fragments’ proves that the women’s movement is extra-parliamentary, not anti-parliamentary. The women on the marches and in their campaigns and meetings do their work outside, while the real work is done in the Houses of Parliament by Left-wing MPs. As if THEY had anything to offer us. Only the middle-class ever seems to benefit from these changes of law anyway. We are not fighting just to make life more cosy for these bastards. These people are living off our backs just as much as the Royal Family and the rich. Our interventions, although we do distribute leaflets, we prefer to be physical whenever possible. We intervened in the ‘Debate of the Decade’, not in order to have a nice little chat with the middle-class trendy insults posing as revolutionaries within. We intervened to break it up, to confront the likes of Benn and Paul Foot. We were there to show their disapproval of leftism in more than esoteric terms.

The vile Benn drew the brunt of our fury, coming out with gems such as ‘The last Labour Government saw a definite shift of power into the hands of the working class’. We exploded, and why not? We demanded in no uncertain terms to know our benefit, to boost our confidence, to push ourselves to greater extremes, to attract people who are not deterred by political norms, who want action not only air. While we insist some of our interventions have been abortive, others haven’t. Like the time we tried to stop the front of a big TUC march and when it ended bustled up a meeting presided over by an ex-Prime Minister, fighting the stewards and leaving before the police arrived.

When future disturbances occur we will be there, as we have been in the past. And, instead of extending the action, attacking police stations, moving out into the middle-class areas, taking the battle into enemy territory. Even now on the fringes of marches, we break away,brick shop windows, picking off isolated targets. We haven’t the numbers yet to engage in full confrontation, by ourselves, with the well-trained police. So we will continue our hit and run tactics, although we join any confrontation we think worth it. We will defend ourselves from any attacks by fascist OR left — ist thugs, because we think the Left will put up with endless provocations. The closer we get to the mark, the harder it will become. We prefer the small group structure where we can get to know and trust each other. We act in concert with likeminded individuals and groups, publishing ‘the buzz’ when something interesting appears. We pick and choose when we decide to initiate actions. But we are finding it necessary to intervene more often, in greater force, and in various places — not just demos and meetings. We will spring surprise attacks on the police, shops and centres, make ourselves felt on every level. It’s not only for ourselves, but for all those like us — skinheads in the East End, who belong not with the NF and not with us. We are expanding and educating our minds by confronting the whole rotten fabric of this society, the culture, useless commodities, morals, laws, ‘politics’, which have nothing to offer us except increasing misery. We have nothing to lose but our lives. We are caught off or distracted by useless campaigns, which after all mean asking the police to give us a lift. When police and authority are ready, don’t think the riot shields at Lewisham appeared out of thin air. It’s up to us to be ready too.

"Are You With Benn Or With the 12 Year Old Kids Caught With Petrol Bombs In Bristol?"

AUTONY...AUTONY...
OMY...AUTONY...
AYTONY...AUTONY...
This introduction is my own, no-one else's and does not pretend to be representative of me, I don't know about you lot, but I approach anarchist conferences with a sense of impending doom. Jaded historians screaming at each other, the rambling circular debates, the snide attacks at the speakers. I think I prefer the House of Commons — it's only my revolutionary masochism that drives my footsteps thither.

The Conference started on a false note for me. A general session on psychiatric problems. A revolution to aim for and we get talked into a workshop on this. I can't just be too polite. I know psychiatry is an important dimension to the problem but the workshop was just out of time and place.

Eventually though, we got into the conference proper and I was pleasantly surprised. With up to 50 people present, the debates were notably constructive and well-argued. There were fewer of the almost-hawks who tend to dominate with their petty personal bickering. What will all this good food, what more could the young revolutionary ask for?

There were workshops on the left (where we came out) and on the right (where student anarchists (where student anarchists are finding the key to combat capitalism) and anarchists were a good thing... the anarchist press (where a common discussion system was first discussed — see elsewhere for more details), psychiatry (against), the lower classes (pro), sexual politics, violence and others I can't remember.

We had a poorly attended discussion to discuss an internal anarchist bulletin, which the Leveller (in their spiral articles had hailed as the only constructive contribution of the Conference).

Saturday evening saw the introduction of a new sport — Penguin-bashing. Some comrades made a temporary alliance with discontented local kids and skilfully made a series of confrontations with students parading in bow ties and tails. The kids didn't need much encouragement to vent their anger on that isolated, privileged caste. If only we'd had a photographer there.

The workshop on violence began by talking about these incidents and how to be brutally frank doubt was expressed as to their validity as a tactic. This led on to talk about the violence of everyday life and the and the wool-wool hold pacifism has on anarchism and anarchist tactics. A call was made for a more aggressive approach to get our politics to alienate and this was echoed in other workshops.

There was a makeshift (macho, if you read the leveller) alliance between people from the Kronstadt Kids, Rising Free and Xtra! We felt (still do) that anarchism has been taken over by a philosophy or the Left's conscience for far too long. People are angry, people are fighting, and so we should.

We said we should be making interventions into areas where we identify with and (in)necessary violent ones, like those in Central Hall, or in Aberdeen. But bad to say not everyone agreed with us. However, I ever, I think the conference, on the whole, came to accept this. Mind you, I could be biased.

Our middle page article is a response to a conference report — a position (at least) of the views of one of the "class violence" tendency. I don't really agree. I think anyone who thinks that an article necessarily means that they the views of a paper has got the wrong tyranny, and has been reading the Daily Telegraph for the last week. My thoughts at the end of the conference were that it is better in fact, they've all been worse. A special thanks must be offered to Oxford Anarchists, whose organisation if not slick was gallant and adequate.

I've had real problems in my brain recently about how students stood in relation to the anarchist movement. Should anarchist students, working on the inside, help to create anarchy for everyone, fighting the institutions that maintain education and so on? Should they be attempting to create micro-anarchist societies within their ivory towers, taking what they have learned out into society when their isolation period is over?

I decided on the former, the need to smash and dissolve educational institutions and all institutions, using students and non-students alike. Our education would come through the process. The future is now — why wait until our apprenticeship is over and our brains are befuddled with over-education.

Unfortunately in this workshop, my brain seemed to be in a minority of one, although others seemed to have an inkling of what I was saying and it's possible that they're now going through the response I had when I was as I was when I became a student. My only discussion was with a fellow up by reminiscences about this or that occupation, or event, and what had been its result. Should anarchist students work within the NUS? the feeling was that it was satisfactory to be classed as the "snob" or as joke candidates, liberals in

**A.D.**

Anarchists co-operate! Hatchets buried! Revolution draws a (bit) nearer!

With a kind of millennium zeal, a group of anarchist papers here got together to improve their circulation. It was thought that if the papers worked together on distribution that they could reach a wider audience, share information and mailing lists and could generally help one another out. Especially as some papers do not yet distribute outside London at all.

As the scheme involves sending groups of papers out together, the shops will now receive an invoice for all the papers per se. It is hoped that this will help us and get us to our money quicker.

The money will go back to the paper, and then (after higher delivery of costs) to the relevant paper. Funds will be worked out as a proportion of the weight of the parcel sent. As a result, papers are involved, the less this cost will be. But at the minimum we hope our revenue will cover our costs.

The scheme will operate from its office at 92 Upper St. The new issue of a paper will be dropped off or sent there, already parcelled for the separate shops. Then amalgamated parcels will be made up by the papers involved in any one mailout. This is a co-operative venture...

Papers presently involved include:

- **Anarchy**
- **Black Flag**
- **Frees & Roses**
- **Breakout**
- **N American Anarchist**

International Times Outfit Control and hopefully: Solidarity Open Road

Freedom was involved in all the discussions, but unfortunately a cheap system is not fast enough for a paper as regular as this one. So far we have found no way around this problem.

This is a broad-based scheme, which should benefit all and we need help. We need groups and individuals as representatives who are prepared to work not just for their own pet rag, but for all the others too. We need people prepared to collect the papers from stations, to contact shops and deliver copies to local shops, to explore possible new outlets. We could use help especially from people with vans who wouldn't be willing to make regular runs.

If you can help, write to: D Distribution, 92 Upper St, Islington London N1.

**Drive in Comfort Live in Peace**

**A.D.**

**Be take free ads' from almost anyone**

**A.D.**

Anarchists co-operate! Hatchets buried! Revolution draws a (bit) nearer!

With a kind of millennium zeal, a group of anarchist papers here got together to improve their circulation. It was thought that if the papers worked together on distribution that they could reach a wider audience, share information and mailing lists and could generally help one another out. Especially as some papers do not yet distribute outside London at all.

As the scheme involves sending groups of papers out together, the shops will now receive an invoice for all the papers per se. It is hoped that this will help us and get us to our money quicker.

The money will go back to the paper, and then (after higher delivery of costs) to the relevant paper. Funds will be worked out as a proportion of the weight of the parcel sent. As a result, papers are involved, the less this cost will be. But at the minimum we hope our revenue will cover our costs.

The scheme will operate from its office at 92 Upper St. The new issue of a paper will be dropped off or sent there, already parcelled for the separate shops. Then amalgamated parcels will be made up by the papers involved in any one mailout. This is a co-operative venture, not a service like POC. Papers presently involved include:

- **Anarchy**
- **Black Flag**
- **Frees & Roses**
- **Breakout**
- **N American Anarchist**

International Times Outfit Control and hopefully: Solidarity Open Road

Freedom was involved in all the discussions, but unfortunately a cheap system is not fast enough for a paper as regular as this one. So far we have found no way around this problem.

This is a broad-based scheme, which should benefit all and we need help. We need groups and individuals as representatives who are prepared to work not just for their own pet rag, but for all the others too. We need people prepared to collect the papers from stations, to contact shops and deliver copies to local shops, to explore possible new outlets. We could use help especially from people with vans who wouldn't be willing to make regular runs.

If you can help, write to: D Distribution, 92 Upper St, Islington London N1.

**Drive in Comfort Live in Peace**

**A.D.**

**Be take free ads' from almost anyone**

**A.D.**
Women have always been regarded as the object rather than the subject of legal discussions. This is because women, children and mentally incompetent persons were regarded as 'persons' in law. Later, when women were regarded as inferior so that when crimes were committed in the presence of a woman's husband, she was not even held responsible.

In 1895 a study of the female offender by Lambros and Ferrero stated that women who 'cross the law are abnormal characters, suffering from maternal instincts and physically resembling men'. They went to the extreme of measuring the physiology of women prisoners to find the 'criminal woman'. Needless to say, they failed and much of their work has since been ridiculed. However their view of the innate nature of women continued in circulation.

Three generations later, in Otto Pol- lack described women as essentially evil creatures, their inhibitions weak during menstruation.

Even in the 1950's the women in one prison were described by a prison governor as 'a swarm of defective, diseased, anti-social misfits'. And the Home Office Research Unit issued a report on the treatment of women and girls in 1970 which described women as having 'damaged personalities' and being 'morally' defective. The report also stated that such women 'tend to conform with society, but for various reasons are unable to do so.

Women came to treat the same as far as punishment was concerned - they were imprisoned, beaten and executed. The only difference between the sexes was a slight threat of 'her belly' until her child was born, before being killed. When the penal colonies were set up women were sent out there as often as possible.

As imprisonment became a more common form of punishment women were not only 'imprisoned'. In 1862 the prison at Holloway was opened for the first time.

Elizabeth Fry, who was born 200 years ago this year, was responsible for the total reform of all our prisons and women. She also introduced the idea of education and work for prisoners. But the next generation of any significance did not take place until December 1968 when James Callaghan, then Home Secretary, announced plans to build a new women's prison in place of the old one.

At the same time it was announced that henceforth all women 'offending seriously, and frequently enough to warrant imprisonment, must be physically and mentally in need of therapy', and that the women's prisons in this country were to be seen as 'therapeutic institutions' from then on. On reflection this seems quite a natural development of the previous line of female offenders.

It is quite obvious that a legal and judicial double-standard exists. Women are treated quite different from men, requiring mandatory social enquiry reports (the only other group in a similar situation are juveniles and first offenders). A woman is sent for psychiatric reports on the flimsiest of grounds, if the judge does not think her actions are normal. There is no consideration, of course, of the possibility of the crime being the result of living in this society. Instead, because a woman does not, cannot, or will not conform to society's ideal of womanhood, she is then in need of treatment.

Most women do not commit crimes; Most women are normal; Therefore - women who commit crimes are not normal!

In the tables of 1978 figures it emerges for the first time that over 50% of all the women awaiting trial or sentencing are released after spending up to six months in prison for no apparent reason. Secondly it can be seen that the vast majority of women are inside for either theft, forgery or prostitution.

In 1978 all the mother and baby units were occupied at any one time. The majority of these children were born in prison and will have to spend their first year (or more) subjected to the same regime as their mothers.

There are far fewer women than men in prison - about one woman to every nine men. But women figure largely in the numbers sent straight from the courts to psychiatric institutions under the 'Section 60' ruling, for a period of up to two years. Although recent figures are not available, those referring to April 1963 - March 1964 showed that almost 20% of people placed under Section 60 orders were women and the figures are known to have increased since then. This shows a much higher percentage than of women being sent to prison.

Women are treated as sex objects. The prison is in itself an abnormal experience, separating a person from reality by grading and by forcing him or her before a release with nothing to show for it but a loss of dignity, self-respect and in many cases the loss of jobs, family and friends.

Unfortunately the prisons movement has tended to concentrate only on men in prison. And the women's movement also tends to react only to the well-known female political activists are imprisoned. It is high time that changed. The present legal system attacks all the working class equally - woman or man, black or white, it makes little difference. In the past ten years there has been an upsurge in activity - riots denou men and a greater degree of awareness outside. But things have almost always been dominated by men.

In February this year there was a significant change in this situation as women in British prisons, traditionally passive and disinterested, started to fight back. Four women in Holloway (none of them previously politically active, whether in feminism or any other area) wrote and smuggled a letter out of Holloway.

For the first time women in British prisons had spoken out. And in spite of press conferences and agitation the event was almost entirely ignored. A small number of radical papers and eventually the Guardian, thanks to the women at Spare Rib, were the only exceptions.

Holloway prison was picketed, many people turned up, but no-one from PROP (the national prisoners' movement). It is obvious to say anything we have to do it ourselves. When women inside are ready to fight we have to back them up - and that doesn't just mean other women. It would be ridiculous to say that only blacks should support the women and that is true of white women. It is the existence of the prison system and we are as responsible as the state.

RUTH J WAJBLUM Organiser, South London Women Against Prison.

Statement Smuggled Out Of Holloway

Written by Four Women Prisoners

In recent months we have heard a lot about the oppression of male prisoners, and the most violent attack by a special squad of prison officers on our brothers and sisters in Wormwood Scrubs Prison. We would like to show our solidarity by showing that as women we are also part of the prison struggle.

As inmates of Holloway list these demands and call for women on the outside to show their solidarity by some form of direct action. Here are our demands:

1) The right to form a prisoners union
2) The end to forced labour
3) The end of sexist and racist remarks by the prison staff
4) The end to pre-trial detention
5) The end of widespread drugging of prisoners as an extra means of control
6) Full-time educational facilities
7) Automatic parole
8) The end to imprisonment of women with children
9) The right to public representation at all internal adjudications
10) The end to political victimisation
11) The end to cellular and communal confinement
12) The right to subscribe to any papers or books
13) The end to all censorship
14) Unrestricted visiting conditions
15) The end to harassment of minority groups in gays, blacks, feminists and political prisoners.

We would like to put our names to these demands but after what has happened to our brothers and comrades in Wormwood Scrubs we are worried that we would be subjected to intimidation and violence.
It's a pity that much of the alternative press (with a little a) goes unnoticed, because there are many interesting publications produced by small groups and individuals, which deserve to be more widely read. Anyway, here's a few short reviews of some of the entertaining ones I have found.

**Kill Your Pet Puppy** 25p for 20 pages, almost all in colour. So far there have been five issues produced by the 'Puppy Collective', including Tony D's 'The Rapied and Torn' fame. Written in anarchist-situationist style, issue one explains, among other things, the reason for the title – the pet puppy often being a child's first responsibility, directly teaching him or her the ideas of reward, punishment, obedience and dependence. The fanzine in general expresses the Collective's view of 'punk' as a rebellious expression of individuality, not just the latest craze to lap up the recording industry's newest musical commodities. Emotional and subjective, yet strangely refreshing – can't wait for issue three.

**Mental Mapping** black and white, 20 pages for 25p. Mostly an interview with an incognito musician, discussing rock music as a cultural and political phenomenon as well as a mode of communication. This is linked up with the artist's attempts at a new experimental music. Set in an anti-sexist framework, it also features some situationist-type collages. Though very pretentious in parts, it is sometimes quite stimulating.

**Spectacular Times** black and white, 30 pages, 25p. There have been three 'pocketbooks' so far: 'Images', 'Everyday Life' and 'The Media', all compiled by Larry Law. Cartoons, images and newspaper cuttings are strung together to illustrate the situationist style analysis of their chosen topic. Great fun to read – definitely not to be missed.

**Industrial Waste** black and white, 20 pages, only 30p. Starts off with a cleverly done series of images which reveal a disturbing message about modern life, followed by a set of movie stills plus speech balloons which attack both the role of the cinema and bourgeois culture in general. Criticising the notion of art as an elite culture, it calls for a new 'language that will be the foundation of a revolutionary culture' – see Ifly the Fish Review below for further thoughts along these lines. Art must be created by everybody FOR everybody!

The Wobbly Wobby Man black and white, 8 pages, 15p. Possibly the most relevant, informed, lively and amusing cartoon strip in the Galaxy, and then again perhaps not. As yet undistributed.

Illy the Fish Publications three pamphlets have made their appearance so far! 'This is an appropriate way', everything as inevitable – if it wouldn't happen, 'Scribble' as a basis of civilization'.

The first concerns the inappropriateness of 'closed words' if we are to attempt to understand the universe. Instead of using absolutes such as 'good', 'bad', 'because', 'but', 'impossible' and 'correct' (for example) it would be more appropriate to replace them with 'open words' is 'I (don't) like it', 'with', and 'incomprehensible' and 'appropriate'. The women's movement has partially exposed the oppressive role of language in terms of its structured sexism, and the general use or open words could be influential in the destruction of a hierarchical mentality. As such, their use should be seriously considered, especially by anarchists.

The second publication discusses the notion of 'cause and effect', and what constitutes an 'event'. Because space and time are infinite, with everything that happens as inevitable, the concepts of 'guilt' and 'blame' are inappropriate. Responsibility therefore as located in each and every individual.

The third pamphlet (plus free badge of Illy the Fish) shows how 'scribble' is a basis of civilization, simply because we interpret 'reality' through such scribble – whose inter-related products include language, numbers, boundaries, measurement, logic, cause and effect, classification and intelligence. Although 'scribble' is a purely human invention, designed to be a sort of map to help us cope with the outside world, it has itself become reality for most people.

---

**COLLECT YOUR CUT-OUT CABINET!**

Xtra's Photographers Have Worked Night And Day To Bring You Your Very Own Rogues' Gallery....

---

**Anarchist Alternatives**

To NATO

At no small cost to the paper, Xtra! is selling copies of 'Towards a Citizen's Militia – Anarchist Alternatives to NATO' just send us £1.25 and we'll send you a copy of this essential work. Remember, it has been 'brought to the attention of Whitelaw then it can't be all bad.'

We've had it proved to us that the book is in fact the work of a Major H von Dach Bern - a Swiss Army Officer. The edition used by the Cienfuegos Press was translated by Hans Lienhard of the John F Kennedy Special Warfare Center. So perhaps the main reason our overlords have not prosecuted is because they know it is a Swiss Home Guard manual. Even so, any book which talks about hiding weapons and explosives, and illegal printing, MUST be compulsory reading.

---

**The Right Hon ANGUS MAUDE, Paymaster General.**


Owner of Stoke Newington House, Banbury, Oxon.

---

**The Right Hon FRANCIS PYM, Secretary of State for Defence.**


---

The Right Hon GEOFFREY HOWE, Chancellor of the Exchequer.


---

If you think you're in any category, please subscribe to our magazine.

---

--

The Right Hon GEOFFREY HOWE, Chancellor of the Exchequer.


---

\*You may also subscribe for as many issues as you want. Set please remember to include something to cover postage.\n
Send your money to XTRA! Rising Free, 112 Upper Street, Islington London N1. Your name. Your address. Cheques and postal orders should be made payable to 'A little bit'.

---

"These members of the cabinet form part of a series for our more dedicated reader to collect! Wallcharts to mount and still be available as soon as we've done them.."
ANARCHIST CENTRE NEWS

Your ideas and skills to the anarchist centre meeting!
The first £3,000 has now come in and the whole project is beginning to get started. A meeting will be held on Wednesday 27th August at 7.30pm at Raithbum Road, Red Lion Square. Subscriptions cost £1 in London and £2 out of London. Installment payments are gratefully received and cheques should be made payable to WCMG and sent to ANARCHIST CENTRE c/o Freedom (see newspapers).

DEMONSTRATION against cruise missiles, Sunday 21st September, Assembly: at 12 noon in Victoria Park, Newbury, to march to a rally in Greenham Common. Details: Newbury Campaign Against Cruise Missiles c/o C. Consmath Rd, Newbury, Berkshire RG30 4AW.

PROTEST AND STRIKE — A spectacular proposal! The Army is planning a simulated exercise in Yorkshire from 17/25 September, when 25,000 troops will be "Taking Over" key installations in a nuclear alert/cold war disaster scenario. It has been suggested to XR that small groups of people discard on Yorkshire’s "knee joint secretariats" involving live nuclear weapons, possibly explosively to neutralise the Army’s missiles. Watch what? for further details — contact XR line, XR local XR stations, airports, TV studios, newspaper offices, Powerhouse etc.

ALTERNATIVE EDUCATION CONFERENCE, to be held on Friday 29th—30th 31st August for people from different age groups and/or with different interests to meet and share ideas, experiences and fantasies. Details and applications from Friends’ World Conference, Room 411, O&M Warehouse, Metropolitan Police, Wapping Wall, E1 (685 3797).

NATIONAL RALLY against nuclear waste dumping, Saturday 30th August to prevent the mountains and valleys of Wales from becoming nuclear wastelands. Rally 2pm at Machynlleth, Powys. Details: Paul Wesley 0654 2630.

GROUPS—PEOPLE

AREHEDEN Libertarian Group, Contact c/o K. King St. ABERYSTWYTH David Fletcher 51, Cambrian St.

ANARCHIST COMMUNIST ASSOCIATION: National grouping of class-struggle anarchists. Contact Box 2 135 King's Road High Street London SW3 2ES AML c/o C. Cedar, Beaufort Ave, Exeter, Devon. BARRY Terry Phillips, 8 Robert St, Barry, Glam. Wales.

BELFAST anarchist collective c/o Just Books, 7, Westmount Street Belfast 1.

BRADFORD anarchist/anaarcha feminist meet Sundays. Contact Alison at Place Centre, B, Moore St, Rotherham, Tel: 0244 870 0889.

BRISTOL anarchist group c/o J. B. Murray, 6 Manvers St, S10 2HG.

CASTLERMILE, Edinburgh: Students: Libertarian Socialist. Contact: 3 Connaught Rd, Edinburgh, Westfield, Edinburgh EH9 1NQ.

CAMBRIDGE anarchists, Box A, 41 Fitzroy Sq, Cambridge.

CANTERBURY Alternative research group, contact Wally Barnes, Eliot College, University of Kent. CARDFIFF write c/o One-O-Eight Bookshop, 86 Salisbury Rd.
COVENTRY John England, Students, University of Warwick.

DIRECT ACTION MOVEMENT National grouping of class-struggle anarchists. Contact Box 20, R/469, Corn Exchange Hall, Hangar Dig, Manchester M4 5HN.

DUBLIN anarchists collective, 7 Marlboro St, Dublin 1.

EAST ANGLIAN Libertarians. Contact Michael Spring, 12, Greenway, Saxmundham.


GLASGOW anarchist group. Contact John, 18, David St, 33-35, Sauchiehall St, Notting Street, Glasgow.

HARROGATE anarchist group, 2, 12th Ave, London SE2 9TU.

HASTINGS anarchist group c/o Solace 12 Bethune Rd, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex, TN37 2DX.


KEELE anarchists c/o Students' Union, University of Keele, Staffordshire. Non-students welcomed. LAMPERTEC anarchist group, c/o A Jones, SEDC, Lampeter, Dyfed, SA44 7ED, WALES.

Lancaster anarchists group, 41 Main Road, Goole, Lanchashire LA4 P.

LENINGRAD & WARRICK c/o 2 Bath Street, Leningrad Spa. LEEED D.A.M. c/o Dave Brown, 30, Field House, Leiston through (near Harrogate), Yorks.

LEICESTER anarchist group Cyn Lyn Hunt 41 Birfield Drive tel: 03623 2501 (day) 03623 4180 (night) Blackthorpe bookshop 24 Highstreets S0 523.

LONDON anarchist feminists, Box 33, Upper St, London N1.

LONDON Workers group c/o Welling, 1927.


MIDWYCHAN anarchists c/o Chris and Eliza, 3, 164/166 Farm, Harrogate.

MID WYNCHAN anarchists c/o 2, New St, Machynlleth, Powys.

NORTH WYCOMBE anarchists c/o Burslem Resources Centre, North Road, Brighton, E. Sussex.

NORTHUMBERLAND socialist group 46 St Benedict’s Street, Norwich.

NOTTINGHAM c/o B. Arch, 10 Hen St, Nottingham.

OLDFIELD Night Club, 31 Cooke Street, Faversham, Manchester.

OXFORD ANARCHIST group, c/o 31, Cowley Road, Oxford.

PETERBOROUGH anarchists c/o Caroline Cab, 25, Abbey Rd, Southsea, Hants.

READING anarchists c/o Davek, Club Office, Student Union, Whiteknights, Reading Berks.

REIGNWORTH anarchist group, 2, Station Rd, Rainworth, Nottingham.

RISING DAIM c/o Caroline Cab, 25, Abbey Rd, Southsea, Hants.

SOUTHEND anarchists c/o B. Arch, University of Essex, Colchester.

SHEFFIELD anarchists c/o Sheffield Engineering, 46 Balmoral Rd, Sheffield S5.

SOLIDARITY a libertarian communist group. Contact: 225, London Rd, E3.

SWINDON anarchists c/o K, B. Arch, 25, Lucknow Drive, Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottingham.

SWANSEA Don Williams, 24 Derlwyn, Neath.

SWINOPOLIS contact Mike, Groundwell Farm, Swindon, Wiltshire.

WESTERN SUPER MARE Martyn Redman, Flat 3, 25 Milton Road.

NEWSPAPERS

ANARCHISM LANCASTRUM Various price, variable format, variable content. 24 Conway Avenue, Cllthwaite, Lancs. Their little black flags should be available on the NHS.

ANARCHIST WORKER Alan Maclisom 88a Lezior Road, Dalhousie Rd, Edinburgh. Irregular. 5p. Paper of the Irish "Anarchist Workers Alliance."

ANARCHIST WORKER Mark Taft 265 Bath Avenue, Liverpool. 20p. Published by the "Irish Anarchist Workers Alliance."

ANARCHY COLLECTIVE meets every Thursday from 7pm at Little A Presse A, 35 Metropolitan Wharf, Wapping Wall, Wapping (22ns or Wapping Tube). This magazine is coming out of temporary retirement and this new group is open to all who want to get involved.

BREAKFAST! A Paper for Inside/Outside. 25p. A4 size. Produced by ex-cons and ex-con for people on the young side of the law (all of us) at 26 Daniels Road, Forest Gate, London E7.

CONTAMINATED CROW Irish anti-war paper 25p c/o 60, Matthewba Rd, Dublin 4 or Belief A Collective.

FREEZEN anarchist Fortnightly 4th Whitechapel High Street, 25p. The anarchist elders’collectivisation. Internal debate and information.

INSIDE VIEW local anarchistmagazine. c/o Icicle Drive, West Wittering, West Sussex.

LIB ED. A well-produced and interesting magazine on libertarian education. It is available (30p) from Blackthorpe Books, 74 High Street, Leicester.


OUTTA CONTROL, Belfast Anarchist paper (5p) c/o Winstone St, Belfast BT1 7RQ

POISON PEN Just a small duplicate local magazine, produced by the Hastings Anarchist Group. Solitudes address. Putting up to 50 and distributed free.

PEACE NEWS Anarchist-pacifist 20p Fortnightly. Paper for the arm chair vegetarian. A. Ellis Avenue, Nottingham. 0602 53597.

RESISTANCE available from Dublin Anarchist Books Collective (75p for 3 issues).

SEARCHLIGHT hardly anarchists, in the best analysis of Fascism, Mens magazine. AF & P Publications, 21 Great Western Buildings, 6 Liver Street, Birmingham 5 5NQ.

You are lucky to live in this society; I fought 2 wars for you. A couple of years in the front would put.......Berk!

Creep!

Society

You need to

School Assembly...

State

Dinner Cabinet

WHAT WE NEED IS ANARCHY!

vote vote vote vote vote

The Russians are cooking! Keep the gas under the pan!

BLOODY RIES!

Rolling with the suburbs!

BLOODY RIES!

Spend your wages on what you produce!